WEBSITE TEMPLATE GUIDE FOR GRAPHIC DESIGNER
Aim: We are using BigCommerce to build our camping supplies store, and want to take
advantage of the pre-configured store templates. We want to slightly customise our store
template so it stands out and matches our branding. The overall layout of the template should
remain the same so we can keep our costs down.
Example 1:

Because we’re running a camping supplies store this is obviously a good example. However, I
don’t like the black or pink. The black feels too dark, and not happy. And the pink is too bright
and garish. I like the blue sky but don’t like how the man seems to be unhappy and not looking
at the camera. It would be better if he was ‘moving’ and looked like he was having fun.

Example 2:

We are running a family-friendly camping supplies business. This means we are generally try to
offer inexpensive camping supplies. Red is a good colour for showing people that they can save
money. I like the red colour in this site. It is bright and attractive.

Example 3:

Yellow is another good colour to denote savings. (Think of McDonalds hamburger restaurant!
) I also like the rounded corners in this design as it softens the overall template. I like the subtle
two-tone yellow in the background. I imagine that this could be a rising sun in the morning. The
yellow colour is happy (good for families) but also says “inexpensive” if families are looking for a
bargain. I don’t like the heavy black panel.

Example 4:

I like the illustrated header area. It reminds me of a camping ground. We could have an image
at the top which instantly tells people that they have arrived at a camping store, and the image
could be aspirational in nature. Perhaps it could be people sitting around a fire cooking their
dinner, or walking in the mountains. I also like the softer muted beige colour. It offsets the white
product panels and makes it all look a bit classier. I don’t like the lime green colour. It is too cold
and trendy looking.

Example 5:

Although I like the idea of an illustration as used in example 4, perhaps it would be better to use
a photo. This would be easier to source and cheaper than getting a custom illustration. I really
like the big bold colourful graphic at the top of this banner. I like the serrated edge. It reminds
me of cutting out coupons and could remind people that we offer inexpensive camping supplies.
I like how bright and bold this design is. I don’t particularly like the lime green.

